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Abstract
“What is music?” This question from ancient times is more and more serious today; while music
around us is extremely diversified, we ought to have some common prospect for music on a level be-
yond differences of genres and styles. The history of the question is an antinomic history which has
asked for the answer to inside or outside of music. But even if we resume an argument from one of the
positions now, it cannot be considered that some fruitful result is obtained; rather it will be important
to overcome such antinomy and to explore a way for sublating it. I am planning to tackle this problem
considering “music symbology” of A. Schering as a clue. There seems to be an answer to the question
“what is music?” in the dimension beyond the above-mentioned antinomy-paradigm.
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??? ???? ????????????????????????????????? ?
Gurlitt ???? Gurlitt, Wilibald, Nachwort fuer “Das Symbol in der Musik” (Schering ????).
?? ???? ??????????????????? ??
?? ???? ???????????????????????? ??
?? ???? ????????????????????????????????????? ?? ?????? ??
??-?? ????
Schering ???? Bachs Textbehandlung, Leipzig ????.
Schering ???? Geschichte des Instrumental-Konzerts bis auf die Gegenwart, Leipzig ????.
Schering ????a  Geschichte des Oratorimus, Leipzig ????.
Schering ????b  Zur Grundlegung der musikalischen Hermeneutik, in: Zeitschrift fuer Aesthetik der allgemeinen Kunst-
wissenschaft, Bd. ?, ????, S.???-???.
Schering ????a  Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, Leipzig ????.
Schering ???? Geschischte der Musik in Beispielen, Leipzig ????.
Schering ????a  Beethoven in neuer Deutung, Leipzig ????.
Schering????a  Beethoven und die Dichtung, Leipzig ????
Schering????c  Musikalische Symbolkunde, in: Jahrbuch der Musikbibliothek Peters ????, S. ??-??.
Schering ???? Das Symbol in der Musik, Leipzig ????.
164 ?????????????? ????????????????????????????
